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● In Practice
○ Unbabel’s use case (pipeline)

● Implementation
○ WMT-QE winning systems from 2016 to 2018

○ Impact in production

● State-of-the-Art
○ WMT-QE 2019 participation

■ New models, much better numbers

■ Same observation as general consensus in the community: large pre-trained models helped a lot

■ Smart ensembling gave a boost

Roadmap
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Why Quality Estimation?



“The AI Research team wobbles!”

Is Machine Translation Solved?

We still need humans in the loop
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What could we do if we knew the quality of a translation?

● If it is good, we can skip the human (+speed, -$)

● Otherwise, we can at least highlight the parts that are wrong

● Ensures final quality in all cases (higher MQM)

MT Quality
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Problem

● NMT models are not well calibrated

○ Therefore no reliable confidence score is provided with translations

● In fact, they are usually over-confident

○ Even when they hallucinate
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● Use a different system to estimate how good a translation is

● With no access to a reference translation

○ In other words, “not constrained by a (single) reference” (off- but hot-topic)

● Levels:

○ Word

○ Sentence

○ Document
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MT Quality Estimation



In Practice
(use case)



Unbabel’s Pipeline
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WMT QE Shared Task



● English-German as the historical 

benchmark

● Based on a SMT model

● Big improvements each year

WMT QE Competitions (2015-18)
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● 2016-2017: Unbabel’s submissions were based on linear stackings of 

different models

○ A deep neural model with two “bi-directional” GRUs (later called NuQE)

○ A feature-rich linear model

○ Plus predictions from the winning system of the 2017 APE shared task (Marcin)

Previous Winning Models
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● 2017: POSTECH (Korea) devised a neat 2-stages neural model

○ The Predictor-Estimator

○ It allowed pretraining with large parallel data in a “translation language-model” fashion 

(more than a year before BERT)

● 2018: Alibaba improved on it with a few tweaks on both submodels

○ E.g., a Predictor using Transformers

Previous Winning Models
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● Then data got neural

○ New NMT-based translations

○ Scores ballpark dropped by 10 points

● Alibaba’s model still best

● UNQE’s submission also uses a 

2-stages architecture:

○ A “bi-directional” RNN 

encoder-decoder with attention

○ Then an HTER prediction block

● Also pretrained with large parallel data

WMT QE Competitions (2018)
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The Predictor-Estimator



Hyun Kim, Jong-Hyeok Lee, and Seung-Hoon Na. "Predictor-estimator using multilevel 

task learning with stack propagation for neural quality estimation." Proceedings of the 

Second Conference on Machine Translation. 2017.

Predictor-Estimator
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● The predictor module is pretrained 

on parallel corpora

○ Predicting every token on the TARGET 

side given its left and right context 

produced by two uni-directional 

LSTMs

● The estimator module is trained in a 

finetuning step

○ Estimates word- and sentence-level 

scores from the input embedded by 

the predictor module

Predictor-Estimator
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Predictor
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Estimator
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Predictor-Estimator

● Unfortunately, no reference implementation made available

● Neither from Alibaba’s variant
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Implementation



Introducing



OpenKiwi toolkit

Goals

● Facilitate the research 🔄 production feedback loop

● Serve as foundation for future research

● Make Unbabel an Industry Leader in QE
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In a Nutshell

● Implementation of several WMT winning systems in one single 

framework

● State-of-the-art results

● Easy-to-use API for training and inference

● Extensive documentation

● Modular design for easy extensibility

○ Bulletproofed in this year's shared task submission
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OpenKiwi production-easy

● Tested (76% coverage)

● Documented
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● Simple usage as a Python package

● Easy training of models with any data

○ Like Unbabel’s internal

● Easy usage of any pre-trained model

OpenKiwi production-easy
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OpenKiwi production-easy

Or train and predict in one go
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OpenKiwi research-easy

● Quick experimentation

● Automatic tracking of results through MLFlow
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● Modular Design → Easily Extensible



Implemented Models
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OpenKiwi scoreboard

● Better at word-level

● Trailing a bit on sentence-level

● Using order of magnitude less compute

○ Predictor-Estimator is only pre-trained 

on only 3M in-domain data 
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● Contributions are welcome!

● https://github.com/Unbabel/OpenKiwi

Open Source
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Source

This is a simple sentence .

MT

C’ est une phrase simple .
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Simple example



Source

This is a simple sentence .

MT

C' est une phrase simple qui ajoute beaucoup de 

mots inutiles .
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BAD Example



Demonstration



Impact in Production Unbabel

● Skipping 5% of the jobs

● Average MQM of skipped jobs close to 80

● For 28+ Language Pairs
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State-of-the-Art
WMT19 QE Shared Task



Surfing the wave

● Given the great modularity provided in OpenKiwi

● We exploited the similarity of the current wave of Muppet Models® to the 

Predictor-Estimator 2-stages approach
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Surfing the wave

● We created several variants replacing the predictor by various pretrained 

models:

○ PredEst-RNN: the original bi-LSTM Predictor-Estimator as implemented in OpenKiwi

○ PredEst-Trans: a Transformer-based version like implemented by Alibaba (2018)

○ PredEst-BERT: the pretrained multilingual BERT as the Predictor

○ PredEst-XLM: the pretrained XLM as the Predictor
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Linear

● First-order sequential model incorporating rich features (ngrams, POS tags, 

dependencies)

● As open-sourced in OpenKiwi

NuQE

● Same deep neural model as open-sourced in OpenKiwi

● Just a few hyper-params tweaked

● No pre-training

Other models
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● XLM provided the best single model

● Not that much improvement over plain 

pre-trained Predictor with Transformers

○ In-domain parallel data of about 3M

● NuQE and linear are the only models that 

use no extra data (despite POS tags)

○ They lack behind the weakest 

Predictor-Estimator by almost 5 points

Validation Results English-German
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● BERT and XLM performed considerably 

better

● Most probably because English-Russian 

in-domain parallel corpus for pre-training 

the Predictor was very noisy

● QE data is also much more skewed that 

for English-German

○ Large majority of sentences with HTER 0

○ Then a bunch with HTER 1

○ And very few in between

Validation Results English-Russian
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APE-QE

● A translation or an APE system can be used for QE by treating its output as a 

surrogate reference and computing quality labels for the MT given that 

reference

○ PSEUDO-APE: Off-the-shelf translation system (OpenNMT)

○ APE-BERT: APE system built on BERT; described in detail in Unbabel’s APE task 

paper

Other models
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Word level

● Learn convex combination of model predictions via Powell's conjugate 

direction method (a variant of coordinate descent) to optimize F1-Mult score 

on dev set

Sentence level

● Perform L2 regularized regression on the dev set with model outputs as 

features

● Choose best regularization constant via 20-fold cross validation

Ensemble methods
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Dev set results English-{German,Russian}
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Official Results Word-Level
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Official Results Sentence-Level
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History
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● Strong translation models are hard to beat by dedicated QE systems

● Diversity of models can be just as important as individual model performance for 

ensembling

● A smart ensembling strategy is key to be able to scale to many models that have 

high variance in their individual performance

Key Takeaways
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● Having a modular QE framework to build upon was key to quick 

experimentation with:
○ Submodels

○ Varying architectures

○ Hyper-parameters searching

● The Muppet models are yet again successful in a transfer learning task

○ But are very brittle in how they are fine-tuned and used

Key Takeaways
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Thanks!
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kepler@unbabel.com



BUILDING UNIVERSAL UNDERSTANDINGBUILDING UNIVERSAL UNDERSTANDING

Quality Estimation

AI Research
Unbabel Open Day 2019
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● Why QE?

○ Unbabel’s use case (pipeline)

○ NMT is not calibrated (so no confidence along translations)
■ Neural models are over-confident

○ Current evaluation metrics (BLEU) are restricted to a single (good?) reference 

translation
■ QE is not constrained by a reference

● OpenKiwi:
○ Implementation of WMT-QE winning systems from 2016 to 2018

○ Better word-level numbers, close sentence-level ones

● Some impact in Unbabel’s pipeline

● WMT-QE 2019 participation:
○ New models, much better numbers

○ Same observation as general consensus in the community: large pre-trained models helped a lot

○ Smart ensembling gave a boost

Roadmap
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Goal: estimate the quality of translation

● If MT is good, we can skip the human (+speed, -$)

● Otherwise, we can at least highlight the parts that are wrong

● Ensures final quality (higher MQM)

● Infinite data supply from our post-editors! 

Quality Estimation
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What could we do if we knew the quality of a translation?

● If it is good, we can skip the human (+speed, -$)

● Otherwise, we can at least highlight the parts that are wrong

● Ensures final quality (higher MQM)

● Constant data supply from our post-editors! 

MT Quality
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Problems

● Current evaluation metrics (BLEU) are restricted to a single (good?) 

reference translation
○ A major consensus at ACL and WMT just three weeks ago:

● NMT models are not well calibrated
○ So no reliable confidence provided with translations

● In fact, they are usually over-confident
○ Even when they hallucinate
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● ACL and WMT were held just less than 

three weeks ago

● A major consensus:
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OpenKiwi research-easy

● Quick experimentation

● Modular Design → Easily Extensible

● Automatic tracking of results through MLFlow
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● Strong translation models are hard to beat by dedicated QE systems

● The Muppet models are yet again successful in a transfer learning task

● Diversity of models can be just as important as individual model performance for 

ensembling

● A smart ensembling strategy is key to be able to scale to many models that have 

high variance in their individual performance

● Predicting a Gaussian over HTER scores and training with Maximum Likelihood 

instead of Squared Loss was crucial for good performance in the sentence level 

task

Key Takeaways
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